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BondEvalue, the New-Age Fintech Company 
Achieves Seamless Endpoint, Asset, and  

Patch Management With SanerNow



BondEvalue is a Singapore-based fintech 
company that launched the world's first 
fractional bond exchange. They are one 
of the major brokerages in the Asian 
market, offering instant access to bond 
trading. BondEvalue also has a global 
information services business that 
provides bond market data and news to 
investors via mobile, web, and API.

Challenges

Manish Madan Mohan, the Chief Information Security Officer (CISO) at BondEvalue, 
said his organization faced challenges in everyday endpoint management and 
patching. The security team was not able to monitor their software and hardware 
inventory in real-time. They had an array of difficulties in endpoint management, 
ranging from maintaining system health, deploying software, to remote trouble-
shooting. Patching multiple OSs at the same time was one of the biggest troubles. 

Business Needs  

SanerNow Applications Implemented

Asset Management, Endpoint Manage- 
ment, Patch Management

Scope of ImplementationAbout BondEvalue

The security team had a manual patch discovery and assessment process where they 
looked for critical patches and asked the employees to patch them. These depend-
encies made it difficult to ensure 100% patch compliance.

BondEvalue is an organization that majorly works with individual and remote 
endpoints without an Active Directory server. They were looking for a solution that 
could help them perform all endpoint security monitoring and execution actions 
remotely. At the same time, they didn’t want to compromise on the efficiency of the 
solution.

Di�culties in remote IT management starting from maintaining system health,  
deploying software and patches, to troubleshooting devices.

An affordable and scalable solution to remotely perform all endpoint security,  
monitoring, and management tasks.

SanerNow solving all endpoint management and patching woes

Manish led the evaluation process and implemented SanerNow in their environment. 
For implementation, an agent installation was all that was needed. The web console 
made their lives easier by centralizing the information gathered from each endpoint. 
SanerNow tech team was always there to help make sure their deployment objectives   

https://bondevalue.com/


SecPod is leading provider of endpoint security and management solutions. SecPod 
(Security Podium, incarnated as SecPod) has created the revolutionary SanerNow 
Cyberhygiene Platform and tools that are used by MSPs and enterprises worldwide. 
SecPod also licenses security technology to top security vendors through its SCAP 
Content Professional Feed. 

About SecPod

“Having worked in Information Security for the last 14 years I would say that this is one  
of the best products when it comes to Patch Management. If you are looking for  
seamless and painless endpoint management, then SanerNow is the right product to  
choose. Be it asset management or patch management, SanerNow comes out on top in  
every factor.”

- Manish Madan Mohan, CISO, BondEvalue

“SanerNow is more affordable than other alternatives, and it has more compre-
hensive features/controls than other tools. The technical support was simply way 
better than other solutions in the market.”

Talk to Sales Email us on: info@secpod.com
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were met. When asked why SecPod’s SanerNow was the best fit for their 
organization, Manish said, 

According to the CISO of BondEvalue, their organization now benefits from:

Realtime monitoring and management of IT Assets

Easy and effective management of endpoints

Maintaining system health and troubleshooting endpoint issues

Seamless patching for all OSs and third-party applications

Timely patch support for critical security updates

Deploying software using an in-built software repository

Single-server, single-agent approach for executing all tasks


